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UK has more poor regions than most of EU

Jim Gleeson @geographyjim



“An industrial strategy should not try to do 
everything everywhere, but it should seek to do 
something for everywhere. In 5 or 10 years’ time 
we should be able to pick anywhere in the UK 
and say how the strategy has helped that place, 
its people and industries.”





Public transport investment as 
an exemplar
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Public spending on transport, per capita
London, devolved nations, northern England 2001/02-2016/17

PESA figures 
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IPA omits:

• Local government spending when provided jointly with central 
government, eg Crossrail (£2.3bn) and Thameslink (£765 mn)

• London Underground renewal (£1.1bn) and line upgrades (£1.1bn)

• Private sector spending when central or local government is the co-
funder, eg Barking Riverside extension (£61mn)

• HS2 beyond 2021/22

• Crossrail 2 (£31 billion)

IPPR North includes:

• Regional allocations of national programs

• HS2 beyond 2020/21 spending round

• All public and public/private spending categories (government share)

• GLA and TfL funding on the grounds that central government 
guarantees them

• All spending in NICP beyond 2020/21



BCRs for specific 
public transport 

projects
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Limitations of CBA

• Green Book 2018 a major advance – more 
emphasis on ‘wider’ effects

• BUT still applies marginal analysis to non-
marginal interventions

• No systematic tools for evaluation projects 
that could change future growth profile or 
have system effects



Politics sets the priorities
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• Transport for Greater Manchester uses 
productivity measures as a ‘sifting test’, BCRs not 
used to prioritise. 

• Investments prioritised based on impact on GVA 
per £ invested.  

• The CBA appraisal a hurdle project needs to clear, 
after priorities have been established.
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As it should - transparently



“The work programme of the Council will be developed by the Chair and its 
members and its remit will include reviewing the impact of the Industrial 
Strategy to date and its contribution to UK economic growth, as well as 
recommending a series of success measures for the implementation of 
the Industrial Strategy White Paper.

It will also provide advice on delivery against these measures and their 
contribution to UK economic growth and ways to improve the 
measurement of success, particularly in terms of productivity and the 
better use of data across government.

The Council will publish a regular public report assessing progress on 
implementation of the Industrial Strategy against success measures and 
on ways to improve measurement and evaluation.”

Industrial Strategy Council



Conclusions

• CBA inappropriate for non-marginal projects 

• Public transport investments have strong regional skew

• Funding decisions should be taken on basis of a 
strategic view about economic development around 
the UK.

• Industrial strategy acid test of changed political climate 
for approach to out-of-London 

• What further devolution? Change of philosophy?

• Will regional success measures be institutionalised?


